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Abstract- This paper dealt with the proposed research and systematic methodological implementation has been presented. 
As proposed in this work, a number of approaches for static as well as dynamic IR drop analysis and electromagnetic 
interference analysis have been performed. In order to achieve eventual research objectives, in this thesis the individual 
simulation models for voltage drop analysis, static IR drop analysis, dynamic IR drop analysis, diagonal and orthogonal 
power grid routing schemes, cells swapping and flipping approaches for design modification etc have been developed. The 
overall research work has been performed using Apache Red Hawk Power tool. and alsopresent the analysis of Specified 
EM interference Reduction Technique .   
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
The overall capability of chip depends on less glitch, 
IR drop reduction, compact Area and reduction in 
Delay of the circuit. When simultaneous switching 
noise is producing during the transmission of the 
signal from one node to other nodes, then it leads to 
degraded performance of the chip.  For varying the 
rise and fall times intended to reduce the performance 
at high frequency operation [1,2].IR drop power 
routing at physical layout is more important to 
simulate expected outputs in sense of reducing the 
degradation of the system. In many cases, researchers 
investigate to minimize the IR drop, propagation 
delay and switching activities etc., in this conflict 
they have mentioned several techniques to identify 
and investigate the problems.By using   several 
techniques to reduce the cost of fabrication of chip 
and prediction of several technical problems has been 
identified and modified by trial and error method for 
simulation. In this work have studied several 
techniques and propose a new technique to 
implement, for reducing the dynamic IR drop and 
SSN during the transmission of the signal [3,4]. In 
this paper the task of power routing modelling is to 
reduce the IR drop using a new technique i.e. 
diagonal power routing with LVT, HVT swapping, 
flop array methods. It is well known that the 
performance of chip is significantly affected by 
power routing technique as well as insertion of decap 
to reduce the power leakage in cells or packages.  
 
The Maxwell equations related to electric and 
magnetic fields are indirectly proportional to the 
antenna affect in transmission lines of PCB.  Static  
IR drop is average voltage drop for the design.[7,8], 
whereas  Dynamic  IR  drop  depends  on  the 
switching  activity of the  logic[6], hence is vector  
dependent. Dynamic  IR drop  depends  on the  
switching  time  of the logic, and is less dependent on 

the a clock period, Switching activities are related to 
simultaneous switching noise/SSO of the device, 
which also lead to degraded  performance of the 
device. Inductance affect is more important at high 
frequency operation [5] leakage power maybe 
reduced by inserting de caps at static power, where as 
in dynamic power analysis the IR drop should vary 
with R, L & C affects. In high performance digital 
circuits, clocks are running at high frequencies that 
induce the IR drop. Such phenomena can occur on 
clock lines and long buses. In addition, the switching 
noise due to inductive voltage drops is an issue for 
power distribution network in VLSI circuits. The 
power supply noise mainly manifests itself as a 
voltage drop in the power distribution networks. The 
inductance effects can no longer be ignored as 
technology scaling progresses into sub-nm processes, 
since interconnect lengths become longer as the 
functionalities of the IC chip grow. The chip 
operating frequencies increases into multi-gigahertz 
range, and signal rise and fall times become faster. 
Therefore, it is important to model inductive effects 
accurately for high speed VLSI designs.  
 
II. MOTIVATION 
  
Electromagnetic Interferences and the Radio 
Frequency Interference can have adverse effects on 
commercial electronics. Current properties of high 
performance integrated circuits (IC’s), such as very 
small feature sizes, high clock frequencies, and 
reduced voltage levels, increase the susceptibility of 
these circuits to EMI, causing them to be more prone 
to smaller interference levels. Besides, recent 
developments of mobile devices and wireless 
networks create a hostile electromagnetic 
environment for IC’s. Therefore, it is important to 
generalize the susceptibility of IC’s to interferences. 
On the other hand VLSI industry is facing one of the 
biggest challenges in its evolution – Power Integrity 
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closure the next after cross talk induced integrity 
issues in previous decade. Power Dissipation has 
phenomenally increased thus giving rise to this 
challenge. 
 
This is the matter of fact that some work has been 
done to deal with power dissipation issues in VLSIs, 
still the available literatures could not consider in a 
broad exploration of IR drop etc at high frequency 
Chips. These all factors motivates to explore about 
varied factors influencing IR drop in VLSI chips and 
its optimal solution to eliminate unwanted 
fluctuations and device behavior at higher frequency 
applications. This thesis considers these factors to 
explore and investigate varied approaches for IT drop 
reduction in CMOS power networks. To control the 
IR drop as well as glitches minimization can enhance 
the device performance significantly. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
To perform simulation for the proposed dynamic 
power routing scheme, a highly robust “GSM2 with 
red hawk tools” has been employed. In comparison to 
the existing orthogonal power routing technique 
where the Vias and bump pads are fixing very near to 
the junctions with respect to VDD or GND, in this 
research work, it is intended to develop a new model 
that can ensure minimal leakage. In comparison to 
the conventional method that reduces peak IR drop 
significantly at the cost of extra leakage power in the 
proposed research model it has been emphasized on 
minimal IR drop without imposing any variation of 
power in design process. Thus the proposed 
technique can be extended to any technology and can 
be scaled for maximum. In an effort to get  results  
closer to realistic  silicon conditions,  and  to detect 
potentially silicon fails, we selectively evaluated 
designs  under  both  worst case  and  non-worst- 
case conditions With Via resistance and Metal 
resistances typically being uncorrelated, it is a 
pessimistic assumption to consider that all vias and 
metal layers would be in the worst case corner. With 
sufficient characterization data, we can apply a less 
pessimistic analysis condition for dynamic IR 
analysis Routing approach. The following table 2) 
depicts the results of the IR drop information of the 
different block designs using Orthogonal Power Grid 
routing scheme. In general, the orthogonal power 
grid analysis possesses similar blocks as that of the 
diagonal power grid. On contrary, these two distinct 
analysis approaches have different top layer routing.  
 
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this paper, the overall research work has been 
performed in certain optimal sequential manner, 
where realizing future optimization and scope for 
future, the next step has been performed. In this 
work, the obtained results for various research 

objectives are their respective discussion have been 
provided. In order to perform voltage drop analysis 
and IR reduction analysis, the implementation of 
orthogonal and diagonal power grid routing 
approaches have been realized. The results obtained 
are as follows 
 
A.  IR drop Analysis using Diagonal Power Grid 
Routing  
In this research , initially to examine the voltage drop 
and IR drop analysis in VLSI devices, the RedHawk 
power tool has been used with diagonal power 
routing implemented and it has been obtained for 
different blocks in the design. The following table 1  
exhibits the IR drop voltage information of the 
blocks. 
 

 
 
Here this work presented that, to examine the IR drop 
analysis, three different design blocks have been 
defined for voltage information analysis.   The three 
designed blocks are X1, X2 and X3.  Taking into 
consideration of the above mentioned table, it can be 
found that with the three individually listed designs, 
X1, X2 and X3 the maximum IR drop in the design 
x1 that counts 140 mV. Here in this design voltage 
the supply voltage is 0.9 V and the drop obtained is 
15.56% of the supply voltage. The drop in the design 
has been divided into the range like the percentage of 
the instances in the design greater than the divide 
range which is easy to study in the respective range 
according to requirement. The design x1 having the 
% of instances is greater than 13% is 0.09%, 
similarly greater than 12 and 10%. Here, it can be 
found that the number of instances in design X1 is 
greater than 13% which is counted as 146. 
Meanwhile, with the specific case of the design X2, 
the maximum IR drop obtained is 131.5 mV. The 
RedHawk tool analyses the IR drop and found it as 
the cell based and thus reflecting it as the worst IR 
drop at cell node. Similarly, in the X2 design the 
maximum drop is 14.6%. The design x3 has a 
maximum voltage drop 113.20 mV and 12.58% in 
the supply voltage. The percentage of instances 
greater than 13% is 0, this block contain the less IR 
drop as compared to the other blocks. The contour 
map of the IR drop of the diagonal power grid design 
as shown in below Figure 1. 
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Figure  1 IR drop of the Diagonal power grid design 

 
The RedHawk facilitates the map of the voltage drop 
in the design with the different colors. In general, the 
color range can be changed in the RedHawk by user 
requirement. In the above map the red color depicts 
the IR drop greater than 12%. The Diagonal power 
grid design have very less red spots in the design, 
with the help of map it becomes easy for a designer 
to identify the precise factor causing higher IR drop. 
 
B. IR drop Analysis using Orthogonal Power Grid 
Routing  
In this thesis and the implemented model, the 
implementation of orthogonal power grid IR drop 
analysis the top RDL layers are M9 and M8, where 
chip level the power grid M9 and M8 are orthogonal 
to each other. In this approach, the Layer M9 is 
routed vertically while other layer M8 is routed 
horizontally. In block level M7 is the power mesh 
and M6 is power mesh with discontinuity and the 
bottom layers are stacked Vias up to follow pin. In 
the simulation model and design prepared, the 
number of Vias existing in between the M9 and M8 
is less as compared to the diagonal power grid and 
the resistance as well as length is found to be more as 
compared to the diagonal power grid routing 
approach.  
 

 
 
The following table (Table.2) depicts the results of 
the IR drop information of the different block designs 
using Orthogonal Power Grid routing scheme. 
 
In general, the orthogonal power grid analysis 
possesses similar blocks as that of the diagonal 
power grid. On contrary, these two distinct analysis 

approaches have different top layer routing. The 
diagonal power grid analysis the design x1 has the 
maximum voltage that is 148.40 mV. Similarly, the 
percentage of voltage drop is 16.49mv from the 
supply voltage. The instance percentage greater than 
13% is 0.51% and the number instances are 832. On 
the other hand, the design x2 exhibits 137.43mv 
maximum IR drop which is the 15.27% in the supply 
voltage. The percentage instances greater than 13% is 
0.02%. The design x3 has the maximum of 119.16mv 
and 13.24% of the supply voltage. The information 
about the three blocks of the maximum voltage drop 
and corresponding design percentage instances can 
be precisely observed in the above mentioned Table 
2.  
 
Now, absorbing above mentioned results and 
respective tables (Table 1 and Table 2), it can be 
easily found that the IR drop is higher in case of 
orthogonal power grid routing, and diagonal power 
grid routing architectures exhibits lower IR drop. 
 
C.  Analysis of the Static voltage drop reports  
The following results depict the static IR drop results 
of some of the tiles. The simulation results for 
different design and respective IR drop observed are 
presented in the following tables.  
 

 
 
Once performing analysis of the static IR drop 
analysis using RedHawk power methodology, the 
observation of various other design and operational 
factors have been done. A brief of the predominant 
design parameters are discussed in the subsequent 
sections. 
 
C.1.  Power summary of the design  
In this thesis, employing the Red Hawk 
methodology, the power estimation has been done for 
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the developed designs. The varied power values 
obtained in this estimation process are presented in 
the following table. 
 
Observing the above illustrated power estimation 
results, it can be easily noticed that increase in 
frequency of chip operation ultimately causes rise in 
the power, and hence certain optimal approaches are 
of great significance so as to enhance overall 
functional environment and performance of the high 
frequency VLSI chips or devices. 
 

 
 
The following table 5) illustrates the estimated power 
for the defined Vdd=0.9 volt. 
) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Here, it can be found that the total chip power is 
45.262 Watt that comprises core power as well as 
other domain power components. Furthermore, the 
total clock network shows 7.0583 Watt power and 
thus the total clock power comprising the clock 
network and FF/latch clock pin power has been 

observed as 20.905 Watt. As illustrated, the above 
report indicating the power consumption design for at 
all frequencies if the designs have one more. The 
power analysis at certain frequency provides the 
different power consumption values such as leakage 
power, internal power and switching power, 
percentage of the total consumption of the chip. 
Thus, observing the results, it has been found that at 
the frequency of 940 MHz the total power is 40.18 
watts, which is 88.77% of the total power and the 
remaining power has been consumed by other 
frequency. 
 
The power analysis also facilitates the outcome for 
the power consumption of the different voltage 
domains with two distinct voltage modes 0.9 V and 
1.1 V. In this paper the analysis has been done with 
the voltage domain with only one sub blocks 
operating at 1.1 Volt. Since, electron migration has 
significant impact on the voltage drop in the 
semiconductor devices and hence, in the 
implemented research methodology, in addition to 
the static IR drop analysis the Electron Migration 
(EM) analysis has also been done using RedHawk 
tools. The results obtained for EM analysis are given 
as follows: 
 

 
 
In this paper and the simulation model, the electro 
migration (EM) ratio of a Via layer has been obtained 
using the following expression: 

 
 
The EM ratio obtained for different designs are given 
in following section.  
 
C.2.  EM Results of the power network 
In the design it has been found that in major cases the 
EM ratio was greater than 100% that affirms the 
violation on that metal. The following reports show 
some of the electro migration (EM) violation’s in the 
design. 
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With reference to the above retrieved outcome for 
electron migration (EM) analysis, the contour map 
for the employed Metal1 EM is given as follows. 
Here the EM map obtained depicts the violations in 
the implemented design. 
 

 
Figure  2  Metal1 EM violation’s in the design 

 
In this figure (EM Map, Figure 2), the red color 
shows the EM ratio is greater than 100%, the metal 
violated the EM rule. This is due to the improper 
power network, shorts in the power grid metal and 
Vias missing between the metal. Thus, these results 
affirm the employability of certain efficient and 
effective power network and routing mechanism so 
as to enhance the EM ratio. Now, considering the 
need of the dynamic IR drop analysis, in the 
following sections, the dynamic IR drop analysis 
using RedHawk power methodology has been 
discussed.  
 
D.  Dynamic IR drop Reports  
In the implemented simulation model and the 
dynamic IR drop analysis, the RedHawk based 
analysis has been performed for the VSS, VDD 
parameters.  In order to ensure precise IR drop 
analysis and respective report generation, in this 
paper the developed model has been verified for NO 
SHORT EXISTANCE in between the VSS and VDD. 
Here, the RedHawk has been implemented to retrieve 
the contour maps of the drops is combination of both 
VSS and VDD. 
 

 
Figure 3 VDD and VSS Dynamic IR drop map 

 
The above mentioned figure illustrates the worst drop 
cases, which can be visualized at the outer region; in 
the flip chip design the signal and power connection 

can be observed through the bumps. Here, it can be 
observed that in the simulated design the higher 
power bump pitch has caused higher drop. In 
addition, it can also be found that the pitch is more in 
some regions existing in between the power bumps 
the signal bumps. As illustrated in the above 
mentioned figure (Figure 3), the regions with red 
color depicts higher IR drop as compared to the other 
regions. The following table (Table 9) illustrates the 
IR drop with different design cases. environment, it 
can be easily understood that there is the requirement 
of IR drop reduction.  
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The increase in the high frequency devices and 
respective applications, there is the need to ensure 
reliability in operation. Thus, taking into 
consideration of these requirements, in this thesis a 
number of approaches have been implemented to 
reduce the IR drop. In this effort, the implementation 
of the cell swapping has been done. The 
implementation results of the SVT to HVT cell 
swapping is discussed in the following sections 
Observing the above retrieved results for various IR 
drop.  

 
 

 
Figure 4 IR drop map without HVT swap 

 
Figure 5 IR drop map after HVT swap 

E.  SVT to HVT Cell Swapping  
In this method after routing the design in efficient 
manner in the non critical paths, the SVT cells have 
been swapped to the HVT cells up to the extent till 
the paths are not violating the timing. In fact the 
predominant motivation behind this research 
implementation ad such swapping introduction was 
that fact that the HVT cells possess less leakage as 
compared to the SVT cells. 
The overall leakage observed for HVT cells before 
and after swapping is depicted in the following 
section. In the above mentioned tables (Table 11 and 
Table 12) the first column represents the percentage 
of cells, second column is area occupied by 
corresponding cell and the third column represents 
the leakage. The IR drop analysis performed before 
and after HVT cell swapping are given in the 
following table (Table 13).   
 
Now, observing the above derived tables, the IR drop 
has been found to be decreased in the tile xxx_01 
from 130 mV to 109 mV after cell swapping to HVT. 
Thus, these results exhibits that the efficient cell 
swapping by means of certain effective and robust 
routing can significantly reduce the IR drop. 
Furthermore, through the results obtained, it can also 
be found that the number of cells swapping depends 
on the timing criticality of the design. In the above 
two tiles the voltage drop is gained by almost 20 mV. 
Thus, it can be one of the predominant approaches 
for reducing the IR drop effect in VLSI chip or 
devices. The following figures (Figure 4 and Figure 
5) exhibit the IR drop contour map before and after 
HVT swapping process.  
The following table (Table 15) shows the IR drop 
results with and without flop array method. 
In depicted in the aforementioned tables (Table 15 
and Table 16), the results presented indicate the 
voltage drop without and with flop array. In case of 
the xx_01 design, the drop has been found to be 
decreased to 1mv and in case of xxx_02 design the 
drop has been observed as 15mV, where the flop 
array pattern has been employed.  
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Figure 6 Voltage drop map without flop array method 

 

 
Figure 7 Voltage drop map with flop array method 

 
The above mentioned figures (Figure 6 and Figure 7) 
represent the voltage drop with and without flop 
array method. As per the retrieved results images, it 
can be found that the drop is more in the design 
without flop array as compared to the design with 
flop array.  
 
In this flow, the switching activity of a sub IP is 
integrated at the top level, and switching activity at 
the top level is created, for use in dynamic IR 
analysis. Such flow enables identification of certain 
architectural hot-spots for dynamic IR drop, like 
cases of crossbar interconnects interacting with 
shared memories having very high power density. 
Observing the results obtained in the existing 
approach it can be found that both the magnitude and 
the profile of the dynamic IR results match closely 
(The first map is based on the sub-design switching 
ported to the top level while the second map is with 
switching information from full design simulation). 
Now, comparing the performance of the proposed IR 
drop analysis results and the IR drop observed with 
existing is 174.6 mV , while on the using diagonal 
power grid analysis has exhibited 160.8 mV IR drop 
and hence this research results affirms the 
applicability of the proposed diagonal power grid 
architecture for IR drop reduction. Furthermore, the 
existing STA tool based analysis could deliver IR 
drop reduction by means of cell arrangement, metal 
feeling etc and ultimately could achieve the IR drop 
of merely 8.4%. On contrary, the proposed research 
using power routing methodology exhibited IR 
reduction in better figure. cell swapping achieved IR 

drop of average 14.37% for different designs. 
Similarly, the proposed approach using flop array 
method exhibited approximately 13.46% of IR 
reduction, which is reasonably much more than the 
other ) based results Nithin et al [11]. Meanwhile, the 
proposed research method has exhibited 15% of IR 
reduction in case of static IR analysis by means of 
implementing diagonal power grid routing approach. 
Considering overall research results obtained. Thus, 
observing the results obtained in this research work 
and the respective significances, it can be found that 
the proposed system can be efficient for efficient IR 
reduction and electromagnetic interference reduction 
paradigm to be employed in high frequency 
semiconductor technologies.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This paper  revealed that the implementation of 
diagonal power grid routing architecture might 
significantly reduce the resistance of the power grid 
circuit and hence the voltage drop effect can be 
potentially controlled by this approach. The system 
realization using RedHawk power methodology has 
exhibited that the implementation of diagonal power 
grid routing architecture can significantly reduce IR 
drop as well as electromagnetic effect by introducing 
shortest path loop based routing and it is better as 
compared to the conventional orthogonal routing 
paradigm. In addition, considering voltage drop 
scenario, the RedHawk based implementation has 
depicted that the implementation of the diagonal 
power grid routing causes minimal voltage drop as 
compared to orthogonal routing method. 
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